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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 36 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 4.8in. x 0.2in.Ever wondered just where that comma needs
to go Dont quite know when to use to or too You need this book. Fun and easy. For students of all
ages. This book includes: Six distinct comma usage lessons Nine grammar usage lessons Examples
for correct usage Exercises for each lesson. Pocket size: 23 pages of lessons. Do you have a student
who needs some extra help with knowing when to use a comma or knowing which homophone to
use in a sentence Shawna Huggins, professional tutor, has written Grammar and Punctuation Made
Easy, a 25-page softcover instruction guide that helps students understand just how easy grammar
can be!Divided into eight easy-to-read chapters, this book is simple enough for students to read on
their own. Chapters 1-6 cover comma usage, and each chapter follows four easy steps: 1. Read the
rule. 2. Study the examples. 3. Look at the summary. 4. Write sentences using the comma rule
correctly. In chapter 7 students will learn how to correctly use certain problem words. Examples
include word pairs like thenthan, and whosewhos- just to...
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Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer

Extensive manual! Its this kind of very good read through. I actually have read and that i am confident that i am going to planning to study once again
once more in the future. I am easily could possibly get a delight of looking at a composed publication.
-- Ryder  Pur dy-- Ryder  Pur dy
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